VARIANTS
Mortar Team

2 2

1

Anti-Tank Gun

1

Move: May move 1 -OR- Battle
Battle: Ignore Line Of Sight - Ignore Terrain
dice reductions

Mechanized Infantry

2

1

Move: May move up to 3 hexes and battle
Battle: May Take Ground after a successful Close
Assault

4

2

Anti-Tank Infantry

2

Heavy Armor

2

2

2

3

Light Armor

2

1

4

3

3

Self-Propelled
Artillery

2

2

4

3

2

2

Move: Move 0-1 and Battle -OR- 2 and not Battle
Battle: Needs Line of Sight - Terrain dice
reductions apply

Move: Move 3 hexes and Battle -OR- move 4 hexes and not Battle
Battle: May Battle -OR- use a Special Ability. Counts as a Medal
only if eliminated by an attacking enemy.
Special Ability 1: Instead of Battling, and when adjacent to a damaged unit, Support Troops may sacrifice
themselves and return 1 figure to the damaged unit. Healed unit cannot exceed starting number of figures.
Special Ability 2: When adjacent to Artillery at the beginning of a turn, may load it and transport it up to 4 hexes.
Artillery cannot be activated the turn it was transported. After delivery, Support Troops are removed from play.
Special Ability 3: When adjacent to a river hex at the beginning of turn, Support Troops may build a bridge. After
placing the bridge, Support Troops are removed from play. New bridge becomes an enemy objective.

1

3

Move: May move up to 3 hexes and battle
Battle: Cannot battle Normal or Heavy Armor

Move: May move 0-2 and Battle -OR- 3 and not Battle
Battle: Not affected by grenades

Airdrop

3

Flame Thrower Infantry

1

Move: May move up to 4 hexes and battle
Battle: Cannot battle Normal or Heavy Armor.
Cannot Armor Overrun

Dead Infantry

2

Move: May move 1 -OR- Battle
Battle: Ignore Terrain dice reductions A Star roll forces units to retreat

Reconnaissance Unit

Wreckage

3

Move: May move 0-1 and battle
Battle: May Overrun after a successful Close
Assault

Move: May move 1 -OR- Battle
Battle: May only attack Infantry

Support Troops

3

Move: May move 1 -OR- Battle
Battle: Needs Line of Sight - Terrain
dice reductions apply

3

Heavy Machine Gun

rasmussen81

1 1

Note: Support
Troops represent
all motorized
soldiers in a
support role.
They are ordered
just like Infantry.

When an Armor unit is destroyed, leave 1 figure in the hex on its side or turned over. This will limit mobility on the battle field.
Move: Armor must stop when it enters a hex with Wreckage. Artillery and Infantry are not affected.
Battle: Infantry may ignore first flag. Armor and Artillery are not affected.
When an Infantry unit is destroyed, leave 1 figure in the hex on its side. This will affect the moral of fellow troops. Note: Enemy
Move: Infantry must stop when it enters a hex with Dead Infantry. Artillery and Armor are not affected.
Dead Infantry
Battle: Infantry battles out at -1 die. May remove comrade -OR- battle.
has no effect.
Instead of normal Airdrop, players may move their hand in a straight line across the battle field. Pause to drop figures. All other
rules for dropped units apply.
Note: In the event of two figures landing in one hex, the resulting unit is elite.

Simultaneous Play

The following are options for both the Axis and Allies to order units at the same time.
Variant 1: Each player chooses a card and simultaneously turns it over. The player to move first
(initiative) is determined as follows: 1) A player with a Tactic Card plays before a player with a
Command Cards. 2) If both cards are the same type, the card that activates more units has initiative.
3) If still equal, each player rolls a 6-sided die; the high roll wins. The player with the initiative resolves
their card first, followed by opponent. Normal victory procedures apply and hands are replenished in
the same order as played.
Variant 2: Each player chooses a card and simultaneously turns it over. Initiative is determined
exactly like Variant 1 (above). Starting with the player who has initiative and alternating between
players, each side moves 1 unit. After the movement phase is complete, and again starting with the
player having initiative, each player attacks with 1 active unit until all activated units have battled.
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Laying Barbed Wire

Barbed Wire can only be placed by Infantry units at full strength and each unit can only place wire once. Players
start each game with 3 barbed wires to place.
Move: Infantry may move 1 hex and lay wire; Elite Infantry may move 2 hexes and lay wire. Barbed Wire is placed in the
hex with the unit.
Battle: Units may not battle the same turn they lay Barbed Wire. No battle die reductions for the Barbed Wire are applied
until the Infantry unit leaves and re-enters the hex with Barbed Wire in it.

Tactical Planning

Instead of playing and drawing a Command card during his or her turn, a player may:
Variant 1: Discard any number of Command cards, then draw from the deck a number of Command cards 1 less than
what was discarded. For the remainder of the game, that player plays with 1 less Command card.
Variant 2: Discard all cards and draw 2 new cards. For each turn after that, take 2 cards until the original number of
cards for that scenario is reached.

Intelligence and Reinforcements

Intelligence
Reinforcements
Note: Only
one unit of
any type
may be
Deployed
each turn.
Scoring

This variant should simulate the same decisions made by a commander on a battlefield. At the end of
each playerʼs turn, they choose between Intelligence and Reinforcements.
Game Start: After game setup, each player, beginning with the side that moves first in the scenario, draws 1 additional
card from the pile. Any 1 card must then be returned to the bottom of the deck and the game starts.
Choosing Intelligence: At the end of a turn, if a player chooses Intelligence instead of Reinforcements, he takes 2
cards, keeps 1 and returns the other to the bottom of the draw pile. Recon cards allow players to take 3 cards and keep 1
unless player is using Reinforcement option; then the Recon card is played as usual.
Choosing Reinforcements: If a player chooses Reinforcements instead of Intelligence, he will use extra (reserve)
Infantry figures. These reserve Infantry can include eliminated or unused figures.
Briefing: Place 1 reserve Infantry figure next to the board for Briefing. If there are no reserve Infantry figures,
Reinforcements cannot be used.
Deployment: Once 4 Infantry are being briefed, the unit can be deployed at the beginning of next turn. Place the unit on
an empty Countryside or Ocean hex in the player’s back row. The new unit may be ordered the same turn it is Deployed.
Upgrading: Any time before Deploying units, Infantry can be upgraded to Armor or Artillery provided there are enough
reserve figures of that type. Once upgraded, figures cannot be downgraded. 2 Infantry are traded for 1 Armor; 4 Infantry
are traded for 1 Artillery. Armor must have 3 figures to be deployed; Artillery must have 2 figures. Deployment rules remain
the same.
Victory: If Intelligence and Reinforcements are being used, scoring conditions must also be adjusted. The Medals
required by the scenario remain the same but the victor must win by 2 medals. First to 7 medals automatically wins.

.
Note: The following 5 rules are Nation Specific Rules. They can only be used if a player is commanding a force mainly from that nation.

Kampfgruppe

The German player may form a Kampfgruppe; combine 2 depleted units into 1 full unit. The units must be the
same type: Infantry, Armor, or Artillery.
Move: Both depleted units may move until they occupy the same hex. The new unit cannot exceed normal figure amounts and
excess figures are removed at no medal cost.
Battle: A Kampfgruppe cannot battle or move further on the turn it was created. Unless both depleted units shared the same special
ability, Elite abilities are lost.
Note: Each time the German player forms a Kampfgruppe, he may not draw a new card; he must play with 1 less card for the
remainder of the battle. The German hand may not fall below 3 cards; if it would, the German player may not perform Kampfgruppe.

Saddle Orders

The German player may use Saddle Orders to help maintain momentum during battle.
Operation: The German player may discard 1 Command card from his hand without ordering any units. The player then draws 2
cards, keeps 1 and places the other card back under the draw pile.
Note: This variant represents the German ability to change and adjust tactics with the flow of a battle. In Late War battles this rule
could be eliminated to show Hitler’s over-involvement.

Big Push

The British player may build up orders for a Big Push; he can combine multiple cards for a more devastating attack.
Build-Up: Instead of playing a card normally, the British player can place a card face down next to the Allied Medal count. No units
are ordered, no new card is drawn, and the turn is over. In subsequent turns, the player may play normally or add a second card to
the Big Push plan.
Execution: Once 2 cards are Built Up, the British player must execute his plan next turn. Both cards are revealed and executed in
the same turn. After the Big Push, the British player replenishes his hand with 2 cards.

Logistical
Superiority

The US Army player may benefit from the logistical procedures the United States had in place.
Medical Resources: The Medics and Mechanics card heals 2 units instead of 1. Recon 1 cards can also be used as Medics and
Mechanics cards for a unit in the section they order.

Go, Go, Go!

The US Army player may benefit from the wealth of resources available to the United States.
Material Resources: After the US Army player uses a Direct From HQ card, he may discard as many cards as he chooses and
draw 1 less from the pile. The next turn, 2 cards are drawn to replenish his hand. If only 1 card is discarded, the player draws 1.

General Note: These variants were created by
Memoir ’44 players to enhance the board game.
They are not endorsed by Days of Wonder or
Richard Borg. If you choose to play using any of
these variants, scenario balance may be affected.
As with other game rules, these variants may be
modified to create the affect you want.
All images are copyrighted Days of Wonder, Inc 2004-2008 and are used with permission.

Day Cycle
Note:
Unless the
scenario
says
otherwise,
start the
battle in the
Afternoon
with 6 hexes
of visibility.

Weather

This variant will slow battles down but will allow for interesting maneuvering because it represents a full Day Cycle. The
chart below shows the steady progression through a full day. The token is moved after both players have taken their turns.
Random Cycle: To add a more random element to the Day Cycle,
players can choose the Turn Length for Afternoon and Night. These
2 times become the only fixed lengths of the Day Cycle. Roll 4
dice just like the normal Night Visibility Chart for each of the other
Times of the Day; stars move the Battle Star Token up the Visibility
Chart.
Note: The Day Cycle Chart continues to be used after
reaching the top. Simply move the Battle Star Token back
to the bottom of the chart and start over.

Visibility

Turn Length

Time of Day

1 Turn Each

Evening

1 Turn Each

Dusk

1 Turn Each

Sunset

1 Turn Each

Late Afternoon

2 Turns Each

Afternoon

1 Turn Each

Early Afternoon

1 Turn Each

Mid-Morning

1 Turn Each

Morning

1 Turn Each

Dawn

2 Turns Each

Night

This variant will provide added realism in the form of problematic weather conditions. Players will need the Night Visibility
Chart from the Pacific Theater Expansion. Visibility always begins at Level 6 (full visibility). If the weather ever moves
above Level 6, weather remains clear for the remainder of the scenario; if it reaches Level 1 or the stated minimum
visibility, negative rolls have no effect until conditions improve.
Rule: Starting on the second turn, the Axis player rolls 2 dice at the beginning of each turn. The charts below show what the effect is
for the symbols rolled. Match the chart with the correct theater for the battle.

Western Front - Summer

Note: Planes can safely
fly in perfect weather.
For each level below
Level 6, add 1 die to a
plane’s Air Check roll. If
a plane would have no
Air Check roll, players
must still roll the dice
required by the weather.

Western Front - Spring / Autumn

Star

Move Visibility Up 1 Level

Star

Move Visibility Up 1 Level

Flag

Move Visibility Down 1 Level

Flag & Grenade

Move Visibility Down 1 Level

Minimum
Visibility Level

3

Minimum
Visibility Level

2

1

2

3

1

2

Possibility of Rain

Possibility of Rain & Storms

Mediterranean - Desert

Eastern Front - Winter

Star

Move Visibility Up 1 Level

Star

Move Visibility Up 1 Level

Flag

Move Visibility Down 2 Levels

Flag

Move Visibility Down 2 Levels

Minimum
Visibility Level

1

Minimum
Visibility Level

1

1

Possibility of Sand Storms

1

Possibility of Blizzards

Most of these Variants were not my own idea. They came from the minds of Memoir ’44 players from around the world and were posted on Memoir ’44
forums. If I fail to give someone credit, it was by accident. Credits: Unit Variants are thanks to Ron Howard, Bryan Chua, and Ubergeek. Wreckage, Dead
Infantry, Air Drop, and Simultaneous Play also from Ubergeek, with help from Giovanni Crippi. Laying Barbed Wire came from Randwulf. Tactical Planning
came from Cirone A, while Intel and Reinforcements are from Coxer80. The nation specific rules were created and play-tested by JMcL63 with help from
Neil1967. The Weather variant was provided by Yangtze. Some rules were modified from their original form and all were rewritten for this document.
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